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The privatisation of healthcare is racing 
ahead in Britain. Last year almost 9 per cent 
of England’s £100 billion-plus NHS budget 
was given to private companies – and the 
pace is increasing. Since the floodgates were 
opened with the implementation of the 
Health & Social Care Act in April, over 200 
new contracts have been offered up to pri-
vate corporations and “social enterprises”.

The biggest of these so far is in Cam-
bridgeshire, where a massive £800 million 
contract for the entire range of services 
for older people and adults has been of-
fered up for grabs – so big a contract that 
NHS providers have concluded they can-
not hope to win it without entering a 
“partnership” with profit-seeking private 
companies like Capita, Circle, Virgin or Serco. 

The Health & Social Care Act has also given 
NHS trusts the “freedom” to expand their 
private patient services to as much as 50 
per cent of their income: with NHS funding 
frozen and falling in real terms, one founda-
tion trust in eight has opened up new private 
treatment facilities since last year, and many 
others have expanded their private wards 
and wings.

Why has the Tory-led coalition focused so 
strongly on opening up the NHS and its bud-
get to the private sector? Why is it prepared 
to divert countless millions from patient care 
into the overhead costs of tendering tens of 
thousands of contracts across 211 Clinical 
Commissioning Groups?

We have to discard some myths immedi-
ately:

It’s not to save money: private sector pro-
vision is never a cheaper way of deliver-
ing like-for-like services: the apparent 
“savings” from privatisation come from 
reducing the workforce, paying them less, 
working them harder, or delivering less 
complex services – and dumping the oth-
ers onto what’s left of the public sector. 

It’s not to privatise the whole NHS: the 
private sector does not want some big 
sectors of the NHS, such as emergency 
and other services which do not make 
a profit. And the private sector is not 
big enough to buy up the whole NHS. 

The private sector is not more efficient: 
the overheads, running costs and wasted 
spending under the heavily private provi-
sion of healthcare in the US are staggering 

compared with those in England. The USA 
is estimated to waste a staggering $800 bil-
lion each year – almost a third of the $2.7 
trillion health spend – on factors including 
unnecessary treatment and fraud. Admin 
costs are estimated to soak up almost $900 
per person in the US, covering costs such 
as advertising and the huge bureaucracy of 
health insurance. In Britain the Competition 
Commission has just produced a scathing 
report on private hospital chains, accusing 
some firms of massive over-charging, and 
called for the bigger chains to be broken up. 

The private sector is not safer for patients: 
incidence of avoidable medical errors are 
at least as high in the US as they are in the 
NHS. The only difference is that private hos-
pitals in England focus only on elective sur-
gery and less complex cases, leaving any 
risky treatments to public sector providers. 

Nor does the private sector deliver bet-
ter outcomes (US life expectancy despite 
higher health spending is lower than the 
UK), better quality, or “innovations” that 
do not rely on research and techniques 
first developed by the public sector. 

No – in England, and every other coun-
try where public sector services are 



being opened up to private providers, 
the privatisation drive is not based on 
pragmatic ideas of “doing what works”. 

On the contrary, they flow from neolib-
eral ideology, which since the heyday of 
Thatcher and Reagan has asserted that com-
petitive markets should be the basic form 
of organisation, and that any public service 
“monopolies” which impede such markets 
must be broken up and opened up to a mul-
tiplicity of providers.  In Britain the NHS is 
one of the last survivors – and the Cameron 
government is determined to finish the job 
that Thatcher started and Blair continued. 

This is combined with the notion of the 
“small state” – and the pressure to mini-
mise taxation on big business and the 
wealthy, resulting in a relentless on-
slaught on public sector health budgets. 

But neoliberalism is not simply an ideology 
floating in the ether: it reflects the material in-
terests of the powerful private medical indus-
trial complex, which has in many countries 
hit the buffers as it runs out of affluent cus-
tomers willing or able to pay soaring prices 
for health insurance and treatment. They are 
desperate to do more than re-divide the esti-
mated $500–550 billion global total of profits. 

Easier said than done. One immutable law 
that makes a pure market in healthcare im-
possible is the “inverse care law”. This law 
points out that those who need the most 
healthcare – overwhelmingly the very young, 
very old, chronic sick and the poor – are least 
in a position to pay a market price for it. These 
are the very last customers private health 
insurers want on their books. (And without 
public provision and collective funding of 
healthcare, these millions are excluded from 
any access to healthcare.)

This means a private sector eager to expand 
has to seek ways to reach into the huge pub-
lic sector budgets of the richest countries, to 
carve out a larger slice for itself. Hence the 
piecemeal privatisation in Britain and else-
where, which has clearly followed a very 
different model from the “big bang” priva-
tisation of utilities by the Thatcher govern-
ment in the 1980s.

In place of the slick advertising campaigns to 
persuade relatively prosperous individuals to 
buy shares in the newly-privatised utilities, 
the rhetoric has been of “competition”, and 
especially “patient choice” – although it is al-
ready clear that what once were competitive 
contracts are being transformed into new 
private monopolies as bigger corporations 
move in.

So if you want a one-word explanation of the 
otherwise completely irrational and expen-
sive drive to privatisation of healthcare that 
has made the NHS less efficient and far less 
accountable than before, it’s “neoliberalism”. 
And if you want a political explanation of why 
similar policies have been embraced by both 
Tories and Labour, again the answer is Blair’s 
embrace of neoliberalism and the ideology 
of the market which before the mid-1990s 
were the preserve of the right wing of the 
Tory Party and right wing “think tanks”.

Any coherent policy to defend the NHS has 
to begin from a rejection of this destructive 
ideology, which is incompatible with the pro-
vision of universal healthcare. That’s why it’s 
not enough to wait for Ed Miliband and his 
Labour team to see the light: the left must 
organise, unite, and develop a serious and 
consistent socialist alternative. 

The NHS has co-existed with capitalism and 
social democracy for 65 years: but capitalism 
and social democracy can kill it off unless a 
political fight is waged to keep services and 
staff intact and halt the fragmentation and 
privatisation before the damage becomes 
irreparable.

What’s behind the Tory onslaught on our NHS?
John Lister, Socialist Resistance



Since the 2008 financial crisis it has become 
increasingly impossible to survive on wage 
labour. In real terms, wages in the UK have 
declined by 5.5 percent since 2010; the fourth 
worst in the European Union. Combined with 
the reduction of the social wage and chronic 
unemployment (and underemployment) the 
situation is worse than any in recent memory. 
Yet the vision of our emancipation offered by 
the traditional left, the mythologised return 
to full employment, seems near impossible 
in an age in which human labour is increas-
ingly superfluous to the production of com-
modities. Additionally, when considering the 
centrality of debt to contemporary capitalist 
growth and the expansion of value-extraction 
to cover the entirety of social re-production 
and co-operation it is clear that the boundary 
between the ‘social factory’ and the factory 
proper, the productive and the unproductive 
subject, is blurred beyond recognition.
 
Remunerated unproductive labour, unre-
munerated productive labour and of course 
mass unemployment and widespread pov-
erty demand a response that falls outside the 
purview of traditional leftist discourse. The 
universal basic income is one such response.
 
The universal basic income would ensure 
that everyone, regardless of employment, 
earnings, age and gender, receives a guar-
anteed minimum income from the state; a 
single weekly or monthly monetary payment 
with no stipulations as to how it, or the time 
of its recipients, is spent. Admittedly, the 

introduction of the universal basic income 
goes against the grain of the seemingly un-
stoppable neo-liberal current which has ac-
celerated the dismantling of the welfare state 
and attempted to impose entrepreneurial in-
dividualism as the dominant subjectivity. Is it, 
therefore, unrealistic to envisage the imple-
mentation of a universal basic income whilst 
the very idea of the social wage is under at-
tack?
 
It seems not. Recent developments in Cyprus, 
which have witnessed the announcement of 
plans to introduce a guaranteed minimum in-
come, represent a trend of thought amongst 
a growing number of bourgeois politicians 
and economists (see Paul Krugman) that rec-
ognises the need to respond to the impact 
of automation on human labour, redistribute 
some of the gains of capital and ultimately 
stimulate consumption; all of which is aimed 
at the perpetuation of capitalism.
 
It must be noted that the proposals advanced 
by the Cypriot government are means tested 
and predicated on the inability to refuse em-
ployment, whatever its form or remuneration, 
or lack of. Although by providing a minimum 
income the policy does recognise the need 
for a basic standard of living its condition-
ality resembles that of workfare, albeit in a 
more generous form. This vision and likewise 
Krugman’s are not our own: ours if one of the 
unconditional granting to all, regardless of 
employment or the desire to find it.
 

Despite this dissonance, the seeds of com-
munism are to be found in capitalism. Whilst 
acknowledging the limitations of the univer-
sal basic income as a stablisier of capitalism 
and its potential for instrumentalisation, we 
must recognise the new political and social 
possibilities that its implementation would 
offer.
 
Beyond immediate relief from mass im-
miseration the universal basic income is a 
reform that, although not capable of displac-
ing capitalism on its own, sets the stage for 
the further radical transformation of society: 
in short, a non-reformist reform. Viewed as a 
wage stripped from production the univer-
sal basic income would not only destroy the 
mythical sanctity of work—itself a control-
ling ideology of capitalism—and the corre-
sponding notions of reward and worth but 
also impact on modes of production, organ-
ising and the potential for human creativity. 
Such a shift has the potential to dramatically 
accelerate the discussion and struggle over 
what work is necessary, how it will be done 
and for whom.
 
Those seeking to transcend capitalism should 
consider placing the universal basic income 
at the center of their discourse and action. 
The expansion to all of the newly introduced 
universal credit, its increase to the median in-
come level and the removal of the conditions 
which dictate its receipt must be central to 
such a program.

Why we need a universal basic income
by Andrew and Elliot, Thames Valley Plan C



Education has been at the heart of what I 
have called capitalist realism. What the func-
tion of education is, how it is to be funded, 
how students understand themselves, the 
way that teachers and lecturers are trained 
and inspected: all of these processes have 
been changed out of all recognition in the 
last thirty years by the culture of capitalist 
realism. 

Put simply, capitalist realism is the belief 
that there is no alternative to capitalism – 
that, in Fredric Jameson’s phrase, it is easier 
to imagine the end of the world than the 
end of capitalism. Yet to describe capital-
ist realism in such terms can be misleading. 
For capitalist realism is defined more by the 
apparent disappearance of politics than by 
any sort of positive political belief.  It refers 
to a situation in which capitalist social and 
commodity relations have become natura-
lised to the point where they are invisible. If 
there really is no alternative to capitalism, if 
capitalism occupies the limits of what can 
be imagined (and everything that can be 
imagined is capitalist) then the very name 
‘capitalism’ ceases to have any reference. The 
question becomes: capitalist, compared to 
what? One of capitalism’s great advantages 
is its mutant adaptability, its improvisational 
capacity to thrive in many different cultural 
settings. Since 1989, the choice has no lon-
ger between capitalism and communism, 
but between different forms of capitalism 
(liberal, authoritarian, theocratic . . .) What is 
perhaps surprising is that, five years after a 
major crisis of capitalism – a crisis that is no 
sense resolved – social democratic capital-
ism remains an impossibility in those coun-
tries dominated by neoliberalism. Instead of 
a rolling back of neoliberalism, capital has, 
with breathtaking audacity, used the crisis 
to further embed and extend the neoliberal 
project of destroying solidarity and social se-
curity. The success of neoliberalism was pre-
mised on the idea that social democracy was 
not sustainable, not ‘realistic’ – and the crisis 
has not got anywhere close to forcing capital 
into giving this conviction up. 

Capitalist realism is typically exhibited less in 
grand beliefs about political economy than 
in the behaviours we are compelled to en-
gage in at work. It manifests itself in a fatal-
istic acceptance that, since pay and working 
conditions will inevitably deteriorate, since 
we are ‘lucky’ to have a job at all, then we 
must acquiesce to practically any demand 
that management imposes on us. It also 
manifests itself in the language that we are 
now required to use – a language derived 
from business but which long since infil-
trated all forms of work, including public ser-
vices (and in the terms of the new language, 
the very concept of public services has an 
archaic feel).   Over the past thirty years, 
teachers have found themselves increas-
ingly subject to this new language and to 
its massively proliferating bureaucracy. They 
have been required to ritualistically affirm 
the platitudes of the new business language, 
while completing more and more bureau-
cratic meta-work: log-books, continuing per-
sonal development, performance reviews. 
Meanwhile, lecturers in higher education are 
subject to the highly bureaucratic Research 
Excellence Framework, which rates their 
‘output’ as researchers. Here, on the face of 
it, is one of the paradoxes of neoliberalism. 
Didn’t Thatcher and her fellow neoliberals 
promise to liberate us from the red tape of 
bureaucracy? Why, then, do teachers and 
lecturers find themselves entangled in more 
bureaucratic processes than ever before? 
The answer is that it was only a certain kind 
of bureaucracy - that which regulated capi-
tal - which neoliberalism was interested in 
dismantling. While capital gained more free-
dom, workers - particularly workers in public 
services - found their autonomy eroded. The 
public service worker is no longer subject 
only to external, centralised bureaucracy, 
with its periodic inspections and assess-
ments. Instead, bureaucracy becomes imma-
nent to work itself, a continuous process to 
which workers themselves must contribute 
via practices of self-surveillance. The result is 
a massive increase in anxiety, with increasing 

numbers of teachers suffering from stress-
related illnesses.

The role and status of the student has also 
changed. The new language has encouraged 
students to see themselves as ‘consumers’ 
and education as a commodity - a commod-
ity that they are increasingly expected to pay 
for themselves. In his book Kettled Youth, 
Dan Hancox went so far as to say that the 
student protests against the imposition of 
increased university fees in 2010 shattered 
capitalist realism. While the student protests 
- the first real outbreak of militancy in the UK 
since the financial crisis of 2008 - certainly 
constituted a challenge to capitalist realism, 
they were in no position to defeat it. Instead, 
university students find themselves the anx-
ious bearers of heavy debts,  while crazed 
neoliberal ideologue Michael Gove seeks 
to convert as many schools as possible into 
quasi-privatised Academies. 

We must must continue to assert a purpose 
for schools and universities that goes beyond 
the needs of business for a supply of passive 
consumers and cheap, compliant workers.  
(Even this might be an overly optimistic view 
of what capital wants from students now. In 
his bleak new book, The Falling Rate of Learn-
ing, David Blacker argues that, from capital’s 
point of view, much of the population is ef-
fectively surplus now that it no longer needs 
workers in the massive numbers it once did.)  
But it is long past time that teachers and lec-
turers pushed back against the wasteful and 
oppressive bureaucratic forces which sap 
our energy, demoralise us, and restrict our 
professional autonomy.  The trade unions’ 
favoured tactic of the one-day strike alien-
ates many potentially sympathetic members 
of the public while doing little to reverse the 
decline in teachers’ status and working con-
ditions. We need to think more inventively 
about forms of industrial action - such as 
withdrawal of bureaucratic labour - that will 
disrupt the managerialist take-over of the 
education system.

Capitalist Realism and Education
by Mark Fisher



The following is the not-particularly-snappy 
headline of an article published by a British 
national newspaper on the 8th March this 
year: “Women suffer from lower pay and 
even less job security than men as workplace 
equality deteriorates since the financial cri-
sis”. The paper in question is The Daily Mail; 
whose writer did not, as one might expect, 
conclude their article by stating this surely 
meant that women should go back to home 
in droves, happily ensconce themselves away 
from all this pesky economic strife and be 
content to keep house forever more. Instead, 
the last words were given over to the spokes-
person of an apparently unnamed institution 
who reminded readers of “the suffragettes’ 
fight to change people’s attitudes” – unfor-
tunately not planting seeds of revolt into 
the minds of Middle England, but serving as 
a stark wake-up call to the rest of us. When 
even The Daily Mail publishes articles about 
the parlous position of women, we know we 
must really be in the shit. 

And in the shit we certainly are – if you’ll 
forgive the inelegant turn of phrase. In the 
course of thinking about and researching 
this article, I have come across some truly 
terrifying, infuriating statistics, the bulk of 
which will already be familiar to many peo-
ple. However it is, I think, necessary to recap 

what these cuts will mean for women’s health 
and financial, emotional and physical safety 
under the Con-Dem Coalition.

When considering the impact of cuts to do-
mestic violence services, it is worth remem-
bering this declaration from Theresa May 
who was Minister for Women and Equalities 
when she launched UK’s Action Plan on Vio-
lence Against Women on 8th March 2011. 
She said: “No level of violence against women 
and girls is acceptable in modern Britain or 
anywhere else… My ambition is nothing less 
than ending violence against women and 
girls”. Domestic Violence is estimated to cost 
the state over £15 billion per year, and two 
women per week across England and Wales 
are killed by their current or former partner. 
In light of this, and other readily available 
statistics, the necessity of services to support 
women and girls who are abused is surely 
obvious. Evidently not to Theresa May, who 
seemingly believes that the complete eradi-
cation of violence against women and girls 
is possible without the provision of specialist 
services – or indeed any services at all. Whilst 
she was supposed to be looking after the 
interests of women in the United Kingdom, 
the Government have implemented a great 
number of ‘reforms’ that will make our lives 
worse, including the closure of 23 Specialist 

Domestic Violence Courts and a significant 
reduction in the capacity of the Metropolitan 
Police project ‘Azure’, which was established 
within the Met’s Child Abuse Investigation 
Command to help safeguard the estimated 
24,000 girls under 15 in the UK at risk of Fe-
male Genital Mutilation. 

On the subject of the police, people may re-
member the much vaunted creation of Police 
and Crime Commissioners and the subse-
quent local elections many of us ignored, 
deciding we could not, in all conscience, vote 
in such an unappetising jamboree. However, 
since their election in November 2012, Police 
and Crime Commissioners have held respon-
sibility for local policing priorities and out-
comes meaning they now oversee violence 
against women funding streams. Now that 
these funding streams are no longer ring-
fenced, it is Police and Crime Commissioners 
and not the Community Safety Partnerships 
that will decide how (or if) this money is 
spent. Whilst it is unclear so far what impact 
this change will have, when even Met Police 
Commissioner Lord Stevens admits the police 
have “taken our eye off the ball on issues of 
gender” with their own officers, then we can 
be fairly sure that women’s issues in the com-
munity will not be the number one priority. 
All this, of course, takes place in the context 

Women and the cuts
Charlotte Bence, International Socialist Network



of a local authority funding cut of 31% cut to 
the domestic violence and sexual abuse sec-
tor, and must also be considered against the 
horrifying statistic that Women’s Aid turned 
away 230 women EVERY DAY in 2011 due to 
lack of space. Just over 9% of those women 
were seeking refuge. 

It’s also important to consider the impact 
that the introduction of Universal Credit, and 
wider benefit ‘reforms’ will have on women. 
A key part of Universal Credit is the plan to 
pay all of a family’s benefits to one member 
of the household – how much harder, then, 
for a survivor of domestic abuse to leave her 
abuser if they are quite literally holding the 
purse strings? Housing benefit caps will dis-
proportionately affect women: in 2010, 46% 
of housing benefit claimants were single 
women, compared to 20% from couples and 
33% from single men. 63% of Sure Start Cen-
tres are facing changes including cuts to staff 
and services. Not only will these changes 
decimate vital services for children in the 
community, but the removal of such provi-
sion is likely to lead to an increase in social 
isolation for women who do not work, and 
make it harder for women to access the ser-
vices of a health visitor, or midwife should 
they need to. It is also sadly inevitable that 
these cuts will have a greater impact on Black 
and Minority Ethnic women, 40% of whom 

already live in poverty – twice the proportion 
of white women. 

Black and Minority Ethnic women are at the 
sharp end of cuts to legal aid. Of all civil legal 
aid claims, 64% are white and 26% are BME 
with the ethnicity of the remaining 10% un-
known. The loss of legal aid for immigration 
cases will mean BME women will find seek-
ing residence in the UK much harder, and will 
reduce the ability of BME women to reunite 
with their families in cases where they have 
been granted leave to remain. Immigration 
proposals that require individuals wanting 
to bring family members to the UK to earn 
over £18,000 per year are more likely to affect 
BME women, given that not only are 52% of 
BME women unemployed, but BME women 
are also being made redundant in the public 
sector at a greater rate than their white coun-
terparts. In February 2012, a UNISON survey 
found that in one London council, BME 
women constituted 5% of the workforce, 
but 23% of the redundancies.  In education, 
changes to ESOL provision will mean that 
53% of students will no longer be illegible 
for free tuition. 74% of those affected will be 
women. 

It is clear, then, that the task of fighting the 
cuts is urgent. But how best to do so? We can 
do what Southall Black Sisters did in 2008 

and seek judicial reviews of cuts to services 
on equality grounds. We can sign up to ini-
tiatives like Wow Petition, which calls for a 
cumulative impact assessment of welfare 
reform. The problem is that many of us know 
through or own experiences that signing 
petitions to the Government is unlikely to 
be successful, and we know that the bour-
geois justice system rarely rules in favour 
of our class – and it is class and not gender 
solidarity that we will need if we are to fight 
and win. In Friern Barnet, an occupation has 
saved the local library. Campaigners in Man-
chester have prevented a woman from los-
ing her home due to the bedroom tax. NUT 
and NASWT members will strike together on 
1st and 17th October – there are victories, 
and possibilities for our side but these alone 
are not enough. We need to revive our local 
anti-cuts groups, working alongside – but 
not relying on – the unions and the Labour 
Party. We need to keep up pressure on local 
councils and councillors where we can. But 
most importantly, we need to stand together 
in solidarity with all the different sections of 
our class, and argue with everyone we know 
to do likewise.

The horrifying statistics should be our 
wake-up call – but it is starting to organise 
resistance on the ground that is our best 
chance to push back these attacks.



Marcus: Hey do you fancy doing something 
Thursday night?
Zahra: Sounds good, but I’m not sure if I will 
get any hours at work this week.
Marcus: OK well let me know and we will 
sort something out.

A short conversation that is all too indica-
tive of the current state of life for the work-
ing class as figures reveal that more than 1 
million British workers could be employed 
on zero-hours contracts. From retail chains 
like Sports Direct all the way up to Bucking-
ham Palace, workers face little option than 
to take on contracts that offer them no holi-
day or sick pay and often little work. Though 
this style of contract isn’t new it has recently 
become a focus of controversy with retailer 
Sports Direct, who employ 20,000 of their 
23,000 staff on such contracts, at the centre 
of the storm. Likewise pub group J D Wether-
spoon has 80% of its workforce, 24,000 staff, 
on zero-hours contracts. 

Though recent contention has led to busi-
ness secretary Vince Cable conducting a 
review of zero-hours contracts it has been 
criticised as being “totally inadequate” by the 
Labour opposition. Vidhya Alakeson, deputy 
chief executive of the think tank the Resolu-
tion Foundation added that “If it’s true that 
there are in the region of 1 million people on 
zero-hours contracts, then that would be a 
substantial portion of the workforce – this 
could no longer be dismissed as an issue 

affecting only a tiny minority. The new esti-
mate underlines the urgent need for a deep 
and thorough review of zero-hours by the 
government, which takes into account not 
only the scale of the problem, but the effect 
these contracts have on workers’ employ-
ment rights, earning capacity and personal 
well-being.” However despite Cable’s op-
positional talk, thousands of Londoners are 
employed by Labour councils on zero-hours 
contracts. The situation is not much better 
in the Green Party, after calling for a ban on 
zero-hours contracts; it was found that they 
too saw fit to use them themselves, employ-
ing up to 1,000 people on casual contracts.

Opposition to these contracts has not just 
come from think tanks and politicians. Trade 
unions and activist groups like ‘Zero Toler-
ance to Zero Hours’ have also been a key 
part of the fight back against measures that 
enable employers to keep their profit high 
by cutting staff benefits. Dave Prentis, gen-
eral secretary of the trade union Unison, said 
that “The vast majority of workers are only 
on these contracts because they have no 
choice. They may give flexibility to a few, but 
the balance of power favours the employers 
and makes it hard for workers to complain.” 
Also the Bakers Food & Allied Workers Union 
– who have strong anti-workfare policies – 
are currently taking industrial action at Hovis 
after agency workers on zero-hour contracts 
were brought in to replace workers previ-
ously made redundant.

The past thirty years in Britain has see a sharp 
shift towards neo-liberal politics and social 
policy that has dramatically changed the 
lives of the working class both in how they 
are viewed and how they survive. Bruised by 
the destruction of industry that took place 
under the Thatcher regime their search for 
work has been further marred by an ever 
diminishing public sector. However, despite 
the sudden recent interest in precarious la-
bour, both in the media and academically, 
the need for precarity under capitalism is far 
from a new development. If we were to look 
at the 1980s we would see Dockers queu-
ing up each morning in the hope of a day’s 
work. Similarly the agrarian workers of early 
modern England experience an inconsistent 
demand for their labour. Indeed throughout 
the history of capitalist society sections of 
the working class have been characterised 
by a degree of job insecurity, with women 
and people of colour tending to carry out 
the bulk of precarious work. American so-
ciologist and professor at Yale University 
Immanuel Wallerstein even claims that the 
overseas exploitation of semi-proletarians, 
members of a peasent class who spends part 
of their year as a wage worker in a town, as 
the main motive of colonialism. 

So why the sudden focus? Well, though pre-
carious labour is nothing new employers 
both in the public and the private sectors 
have massively increased the number of 



agency staff and staff on temporary or zero-
hours contracts over the past twenty years. 
Between 1992 and 2001 employment agen-
cies tripled their share of employment. In 
fact 27% of the healthcare sector, 48% of the 
hotels, catering and leisure industries and 
35% of the education sector are made up of 
employers using zero-hours contracts. With 
universities and colleges being more than 
twice as likely to employ staff on zero-hours 
contracts as other workplaces. 

Academic interest in changes in class com-
position during the neo-liberal period has 
picked up on the increasing levels of precar-
ity and its need for analysis. One of the lead-
ing theorists around this is Guy Standing, a 
professor at Bath University, who has analy-
sed the theory of what he calls ‘the precariat’. 
Standing sees the precariat as a new emerg-
ing social class which is composed of people 
suffering from precarity, a condition which 
stems from a lack of predictability or security 
affecting material or psychological welfare – 
though it is a defining factor of the working 
class or proletariat to rely solely on the selling 
of their own labour in order to live this clas-
sification specifically refers to the condition 
of intermittent or underemployment and the 
resultant precarious existence.

The effects on the working class have even 
been mentioned by Unite general secretary, 
Len McCluskey, who said: “The government’s 
refusal to address the growing scandal of 
zero-hours contracts is creating a sub-class 
of insecure and low-paid employment.” 
However, simply inventing a new class is not 
necessarily the answer, as anyone who ques-
tioned their status as an emergent service 
worker should agree. Though attempts have 
been made to define the precariat as a class 
of its own these have often been imprecise, 
defined in negative terms and crucially fail 
to outline the principles of its reproduction. 
However what can be said with confidence is 
that during the neoliberal period there have 
been real transformations in both the econ-
omy and in class structure. The working class 
has certainly become more stratified, with 
increasing variety in the amount and type of 
work undertaken by the working class. The 
levels of precarity and insecurity have also in-
creased during this period, something which 
affects the lowest strata of the working class 
most. So we must either understand that the 
working class is by its very nature precarious, 
and so there is no need for a new classifica-
tion. Our focus should be on the resistance 
we provide to the division through stratifica-
tion and the increasing precarity that brings.

It has long been that the left has place too 
much of their focus on the public sector as 
a longed for potential hot bed of industrial 
action. However in doing so a huge failure 
is maintained. The failure to organise in un-
organised workplaces, an area in which the 
Industrial Workers of the World union (IWW) 
have shown great strength, mounting suc-
cessful campaigns with workers at Pizza 
Hut, Starbucks and Pret A Manger. With the 
changes that have occurred within the com-
position of the working class, more than ever 
this focus leaves too little attention spared 
for what can too happen in the most un-
imaginable of places. We need only look at 
the recent waves of resistance across the US 
fast food industry, where earlier this month 
thousands of workers in cities including New 
York, Chicago and Detroit took to the streets, 
many wearing red “Fight for 15” T-shirts – a 
reference to the popular call for a $15 (£9.70) 
hourly wage, almost double the current 
minimum. It is action like this as well as the 
organisation of cleaning staff in John Lewis 
and London Metropolitan University or the 
launch of the Pop-Up union at the University 
of Sussex that show where real potential now 
lies. Some may say where it always has with 
the proles.

Zero tolerance for zero hour contracts
Rich Trigg, International Socialist Network



Privatisation as an issue rarely makes 
news headlines, it is an insidious process 
that is only discussed when forced onto 
the stage of politics by the resistance to 
it. Part of this dynamic is undoubtedly 
the nature of the privatisations that we 
are experiencing at the present. Unlike 
the sell offs of the 80s and early 90s, 
where whole chunks of industries and 
services were sold in a short space of 
time, the privatisations we are experi-
encing now are largely being pushed 
through in small doses by regional 
authorities and individual institutions. 
Where the right to buy scheme and the 
selling off of British rail came directly 
from the top of the conservative govern-
ments of the time, the new rounds of 
privatisations such as in the NHS and 
education are being enacted by the 
increasingly powerful managerial clique 
that has been cultivated by a series of 
governments to remould public services 
in a neo-liberal image. In a sense privati-
sation itself has been outsourced. 
 
This new model of privatisation heav-
ily utilises the process of outsourcing, 
whereby institutions hire private compa-
nies to run services that were previously 
in the hands of the institutions them-
selves. This has a number of benefits for 
both the privatisers and the privateers 
AKA “service partners”.  For the manag-
ers of institutions being privatised it is 
a way of retaining a degree of control 
over these services whilst reducing costs 
and passing the dirty work of reducing 
pay and conditions to another party. 
The companies taking on the running 
of these services also benefit mas-
sively, they are stepping into institutions 

where all the setup costs and necessary 
infrastructure has already been provided, 
largely through public money.  
 
Protection for employees being trans-
ferred to private companies is minimal 
at the most. TUPE legislation is designed 
to act as a cushion to soften the blows 
that private companies inflict in their 
scramble for profits. In my institution the 
University of Sussex management have 
sought to bypass this legislation as much 
as possible. They have done this in a 
number of ways; by offering voluntary re-
dundancies, hiring new staff on contracts 
that finish just before the handover date 
and as with much of the public sector hir-
ing casualised staff (zero hours contracts 
have increased by 2.4% in education in 
the past year). This not only reduces the 
number of workers who are covered by 
TUPE legislation, it also allows any new 
workers to be hired brought in on con-
tracts more favourable to the bosses.  
 
Privatisation is first and foremost an 
opportunity for big business to open up 
new markets, previously inaccessible to 
them, from which they can make profit. 
Profits made through reducing wages 
and conditions for workers, increasing 
the workload put on them and raising the 
costs of services for the service users. It is 
however also a form of labour discipline. 
The casualisation of sectors alongside 
the implementation of redundancies 
means that workers may not join unions 
or organise in their workplaces for fear 
of losing their jobs or simply because 
they do not see the point of joining a 
union when they may not be in the same 
job in 3 months time. This has been a 

recurring theme at Sussex where many 
workers particularly in catering support 
the anti-privatisation struggle but do 
not become invested in it as they are 
largely hired on short term contracts (3-6 
months). The fact that these short term 
contracts end just before the handover 
date allows managers to exert pressure 
over their workers with the threat that 
their contracts will not be renewed by 
the incoming company.  
 
In this situation it is often intuitive for 
workers to keep their heads down, espe-
cially at a time of high unemployment, 
to keep their jobs even when these jobs 
are becoming more precarious and with 
worse pay and conditions. This situation 
is not a historical anomaly, in fact it is his-
torically common and like privatisation 
heralds a step back to pre war conditions 
of precarity and predatory monopoly. The 
movements which have confronted this 
dynamic have traditionally been char-
acterised by  militancy, a willingness to 
strike and have been built amongst ranks 
of workers who were previously thought 
to be unorganisable. The new unionism 
of the 1880s in Britain is one example or 
the Dublin lockout of 1913. The pop-up 
union at Sussex followed similar lines in 
terms of cutting across sectional lines 
and involving the maximum number of 
workers; full time, part time and casual. 
With increased casualisation in both the 
public and private sector and the steady 
drip drip of privatisation as a constant 
feature in the public sector we desper-
ately need a wave of new unionism.

Working class action can defeat privatisation
Ian Llewellyn, International Socialist Network



Learning the lessons of Portugal’s Left Bloc
Joana Ramiro, Anticapitalist Initiative

Towards the end of the 1990s the Por-
tuguese Left found itself increasingly 
fragmented, low in numbers and unable 
to intervene in the mainstream politi-
cal sphere of debate.  Discussions, not to 
dissimilar to the ones we see on the British 
Left today, around the nature of socialism 
and the ways in which left-wing politics 
can, but have not been able to, relate to the 
lives and experiences of workers today. 

Grassroots and social movements had 
then taken the forefront of radical politics, 
successfully campaigning and gaining 
increasing support for the legalisation of 
abortion, the decriminalisation of certain 
class B drugs, and battling homophobia 
and racism. However, they lacked an elec-
toral structure through which put forward 
their arguments, as both the centre left 
Partido Socialista (Socialist Party) and the 
Stalinist Partido Comunista Português (Por-
tuguese Communist Party) seemed reticent 
in fully embracing the politics and policies 
proposed by said movements. 

In 1999 three larger left organisations 
agreed on joining forces, creating a party, 
which, despite allowing platforms and 
currents, implied for all the dissolution of 
their former structures. Importantly these 
groups came from what one could perceive 
as fundamentally different traditions: 
the União Democrática Popular (Popular 
Democratic Union) had strong Maoist influ-
ences; the Partido Socialista Revolucionário 
(Revolutionary Socialist Party) was an 
orthodox Trotskyist organisation and the 
Portuguese section of the Fourth Interna-
tional; lastly Política XXI (Politics XXI) was 
itself already a regroupment of Communist 
Party dissidents, old members of the Movi-
mento Democrático Português (Portuguese 
Democratic Movement - legendary regime 
oppositionist organisation) and general 
activists. The unification project attracted 
several famous Portuguese activists and in-
tellectuals, as well as many of those organ-

ised in the grassroots movements, granting 
the newly born Bloco de Esquerda (Left 
Bloc) heterodoxy, political flexibility and 
assuring internal democracy. Its general 
appeal was immediately noticeable and a 
definite breath of fresh air into Portuguese 
politics. At its very first electoral campaign 
the Left Bloc secured 2.4% of the votes, 
winning thus two seats in parliament. 

Interview with Tiago Esperança from MAS 
(Movimento Alternativa Socialista - Move-
ment for a Socialist Alternative)

TE: Well, you do ask a lot of questions. It 
would be easier to speak personally than 
through Facebook but given the distance 
... To me it seems that this new organiza-
tion [Left Unity] is an attempt to create a BE 
[Bloco de Esquerda]. In other words, join 
a series of reformist currents for a project 
/ electioneering. However it seems to me 
that it would be interesting to participate.

JR: But what about the haemorrhage in the 
Left Bloc? Was it worth in the end to have 
spent all those years inside?

TE: Unlike Portugal, where there is a space 
to grow outside of the BE and PCP, it seems 
to me that in the UK there are several vital 
reasons why to enter this new project. 

Here in Portugal the MAS could not have 
prevented leaving the BE (though we were 
driven out in the end). Our characterization 
of the BE was from the beginning that his 
direction was reformist. We thought we 
should go into the BE because, at the time, 
to be outside would marginalize us. And 
besides, being inside the BE had very posi-
tive aspects: it brought us closer to the real-
ity on the ground and we built networks 
with a number of activists. Furthermore, we 
learned a lot both about election cam-
paigns, as about internal political interven-

tion, due to the bitter discussions that we were holding in 
the Bloc. If it is true that the design of the BE was from the 
beginning to become an electoral party it is nonetheless 
true that at first it was a quite different organisation than it 
is now.
 
Mainly after doing from 2 MPs to 8 [it changed a lot], be-
cause from that moment the money coming from the state 
increased which further softened BE leaders who started 
accommodating themselves to the lifestyle. Youth started 
looking at the Left Bloc as a way of making a political career 
either as an MP or as a full-timer,  and as you know with 
the increase to 8 members there were many people who 
became full-timers. Therefore, if there were a decrease in 
votes, it would mean a decrease of party-staff and MPs, and 
the bureaucratization of the BE and its compromises to the 
regime increased exponentially.

JR: So maybe MAS is an example to follow or one to keep 
an eye out for, in case Left Unity follows the Left Bloc’s more 
glum steps?

TE: I believe, if you don’t mind me bragging, that MAS is 
growing. But you are right to join Left Unity.

JR: So is there another way of doing anti-austerity politics? 
Could there have been an MAS from the start?

TE: MAS only has had its space now. In 1999 there was no 
room for the MAS. But there was room for the BE represent-
ed. An anti-capitalist scene, partly in the abstract, that high-
lighted the divisive issues [for instance, LGBT campaigning].

This time, the context is completely different, worldwide... 
But in Portugal, because the Troika is so strong, it made 
space for rising political forces that have as main aim chang-
ing the system. I do not remember a time in which so many 
people approached me and talked politics with me. It is 
another context...

JR: But the political and economic context in the UK is not 
much better than in Portugal.

TE: It is certainly better in the UK. Although in decline, Brit-
ain is a much more developed country than Portugal. But 
the point is: in view of the fact that unity is [being called for] 
it hard to stay out.

In Portugal it’s easier because people have been having the 
BE experience for 13 years now. And even so there are still a 
lot of illusions regarding the Bloco. 

I think it is right to be inside Left Unity. Now giving your 
convictions, a revolutionary line (but not an ultra leftist line, 
because otherwise you gain nothing from being inside). I 
tell you this because looking back I think the Ruptura-Fer 
[IWLfi section in Portugal] was sometimes ultra and did not 
deal properly with some activists in the BE it could have won 
over to a revolutionary project.

The MAS was a trend of 50 people and now it is a small party, 
but which is very well inserted in reality. Be it in the work 
places, be it the student and social movements. We have 
headquarters in Lisbon and another three larger offices in 
Braga, Coimbra and Amadora. [He wouldn’t say how many 
members the group has registered, though unconfirmed 
reports say something around the 200 to 300 people have 
joined]. 

JR: We have been hungry for a larger organisation but I think 
we are also fearful of opportunism and cheap parlamen-
tarism. 

TE: Sure, but it is important not to give in to opportunism or 
sectarianism. It’s a very difficult line to follow but that’s what 
you should try to achieve. Anti-partisanship alone is bad for 
those who want to transform reality, since the masses still 
have illusions in elections. A revolutionary party not being 
present and putting forward its policies means putting 
yourself out of the field of struggle. Lenin explained it very 
well, indeed the Bolshevik party took part in the Czar’s in 
Duma - what I mean by this is that it is important to have the 
correct characterization of what Left Unity is before reaction 
falls into sectarianisms. 



The second issue of The Exchange brings 
together a range of articles looking at the 
struggles we face against austerity and 
the issues we face building a movement of 
resistance. The exchanges here try to look 
to the problems of the left and wider so-
cial movements – to ask how we might go 
forward, how we might contribute to the 
enrichment and revival of communist ideas, 
and how our work, in the here and now, 
can help to develop the left as a strong and 
serious force.
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